







































 laid schemes of 
potential  





 for escaping college on
 time: Start early 
Bs Jennif er Johnson 
.ol 1114 Iii14 41 iiktIt44it t4ti 








If you are 
beginning  plans tot 
graduation  in May, it's a little late. 
The deadline for application was 
Oct. 1 




 graduation is 
your
 plan, 
that deadline was 
March  1 of this 
year. 
The best 




spring is to know what you 
need 
ahead of time. The 
deadline  for 
May 1997 graduation 
applications  
is Oct. 1 of 
this year. 
through AS1:- sr -4 I he recording 
details nisi'





 as well as 
commencement
 ceremonies. 
Bachelors  degree applications 
can be found in the Admissions
 
office and Masters degree applica-
tions can be 
found in the 
Graduate 
Studies office. There is a 




 are filed 
out and turned in, the graduation 
petitioner should
 then get a major 
0)5S3 
Girelallua4L 


















and check  
classes
 





 or missing 
courses






 complain: Poor 
advising creates confusion 
By Ed Oberweiser 
Special to thr Spartan Dad, 
fransfer stuck -lit Vera Palmer's graduatiuei 
it 
- 
tiler off than it should be. An SJSU student
 site
 e 
1993, she blames her slow progress on poor advising 
from the nursing department. 
"Hopefully. III graduate before 2000," said 
Palmer. 
Advising is inconsistent on campus according to 
some students and administrators. This causes 
delays in graduation and 
















 the problems and 
is
 ti I1,4 to 
address 
them.  
Palmer said her experience shows 
how conflicting 
advice can
 derail the graduation process. She was 
admitted to SJSU in 1993 as a junior and 
placed  on 
the 
nursing
 program's waiting list. 
Before she was due to enter the program, she 
received a change of major form from 
the  nursing 
department. She  
called  the department advising 
office  and asked if she needed to complete 
the form 
since she wasn't changing majors. 
She was told she did not but was told she would 
receive a letter announcing an appointment with an 
adviser. Upon receiving 
it she went to her appoint-
ment. 
Palmer's adviser told her everything 
was  fine, she 
said, and that she 






 SISIFtit I  Sli1R1 1)1111" 
Air Force ROTC and Arnold Air 
Society  member Diana Delatorre helps young nity project to restore the 
community
 spirit after part of the school had been 






POSITIVE  COMMUNITY  IMPACT 
BY Beau Bell 
Spartan 
Daili  Staff Writer 
SiSt ilAS quietly added another honor to its list (4 
student at hievements. 
This time, the honor has been given to The 
Staffelback Squadron, a group of ROTC students 
win)  
are 
part of the 
professional










ed to receive the 
Cht'no,euili 
Ice
 pity, an annual award
 







 of 20 or Inset 
members).
 
Criteria  tot the 












on the community and support for the 

















'rills is the 
second year in a row that the
 Squadron has 
liven
 
selected  as the 
nation's  
most outstanding; last year 
See 
SQUADRON,  Back 
page
 
First time blood 
donor  and Spartan 
gymnast  
Suzanne Ryan grimaces
 as registered nurse
 
Grace Penuliar 
inserts  the needle in 
her arm to 
donate  blood Tuesday 
























I  SPNRINS: 
DAD  y 
room in the Student 
Union.  The Stanford Blood 
Center came to SJSU thanks to the Arnold Air 





 the drive. 
ATICtoria's  secret
 settles suit 
Victoria's
 Secret has settled a 
lawsuit filed by a 
couple who 




strip  search 
after being 
, 




















Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
One at a time,
 ten thespians took 
center 
stage 
in the Hal Todd 
Studio Theatre 
Monday afternoon
 for the 
preliminary  




Event  for 
Excellence  in Oral
 
Interpretation. 




 the works of _John 
Steinbeck,
 this year's 





Actors  selected 
material  relating 
to work 
issues, unions,
 and labor as 
revealed





 performers, or 
"interpreters" as 
they are called in 
this theatrical vein, 
were 
to select three 
minutes





 scripts. The 
scripts




would  be a memorized 
monologue. 
Organized










 audition for 
Wednesdays  finals 
showcased eight 
women  and two men. 
Three judges 
















 Daily Staff 
Writer 
Last 
summer's  bad air quality 
in the 
greater Bay Area will  
be one of the topics 
at a 
symposium sponsored
 by the Bay Area 
Air Quality 
Management






a.m. to 4:15 p.m. Thursday 
in Room 115 in 
Duncan
 Hall. 
"This is going 
to be one of the
 first times 
that groups like 
the Environmental 
Protection Agency, 
Air  Resources Board, 
Bay Area 




and  the Sierra 
Club will 




 Meteorology at 
SJSU-





Urban  Environmental  
Research  
and Education Center.
 is titled "The 40-






Attainment in the San Francisco Bay Area."
 
The symposium will be highlighted
 by a 
3 p.m. panel discussion on air quality 
issues with representatives from a variety of 




 Bay Area,  which last 
year 















 attainment high 
ozone  
ep istties. 
'The  reason why will be 
explored  
In the morning sessions, the 
symposium  
will take a 
historical
 approach. "It's dealing 
with 
ozone in the Bay Area. 
What  it was 
like 
40 years ago, what was done in compli-
ance, and what 
happened last summer," 
Bornstein 
said. The afternoon sessions will 
explore possible
 changes needed in policy 
and procedure
 to maintain the clean air 
status."What is the 
range  of possibilities 
and what
 reductions in emissions are possi-
ble" will
 be the 
focus,
 said 
Bornstein,  who 
will close the symposium with final 










































 March, the student body 
voted 
overwhelmingly  to 
continue  the Transit 
Access 
Program
 (TAP) in the Associated 
Student elections.
 The initiative 
passed by 78.7 percent,
 with 1,374 
votes out of 
1,885.  
But, the students
 may not get 
what they voted for, at least not 
yet. 
The lifespan
 of the program 
was in limbo at the 




between the Santa Clara County 
Transportation 
Agency
 (TA) and 
Alfonso De Alba, 
A.S. special pro-
jects coordinator,
 were at an 
impasse. 
At the time, TA 
did  not wish to 
continue  TAP, which was a two-





Eco Pass, which would 
have 
required
 the student body to 

















 of the 











showing  they 
are  eligible 






offer  the transit
 cards any-
more,  and 
instead




trial  program had provide 
TAP  
stickers.  On the 
cost $9 per 
semester,  other hand,
 TA does not
 want the 
During  the negotiations, the stickers. They 
prefer
 the enroll. 
future of TAP 
seemed  unsure at ment-transit cards. 
one 
moment  and insecure the About 5,288 
students out of 
next. De Alba and TA found 25,000 
students
 use public trans-
themselves unable 
to find corn- portation, of 
which  87 
percent 
mon ground on 




to choose and how it will be and participate in the TAP pro
-
implemented. 
Thankfully,  they gram. 
did just before the March A.S. The 
students  did their part. It is 
elections, 
which  finally allowed a shame that TA 
and  the universi-
students to vote on the initiative. ty cannot decide 
on how to issue 
The students did their part by transit cards. 






 decide on 








 aid blues 




Receiving financial aid from any institution 
is like extracting blood  from a rock. 
Not all
 students can afford the actual costs of 
being a student, and many first-time financial aid 
recipients are overwhelmed with the
 mountains of 
forms that are required. 
The forms eventually require you to reveal all 
aspects of your life such as the 
name of either your 
dependents or members of your household, as if the 
federal government might 
repossess  them should 
you default on loan payments. But once you receive 
the money, you may feel like
 the worst is over. 
Wrong.
 
You are just getting 
started
 in the long, ugly paper 
trail known as financial eligibility. Each academic 
year, you must fill out what 
is
 called a student aid 
renewal. 
The SAR for the next school year is 
mailed  eight 
months in advance and confirms your financial status 
including a request for 
information  from your feder-
al income tax return. 
Last year I 
made  a fatal error. I received the form 
in January but failed to submit the SAR in a timely
 
fashion because I did not know I could estimate my 
tax return. 
I filed for an extension when I knew I owed taxes 
and delayed the SAR submission until August 15. I 
failed to ask a financial aid counselor about what my 
options were and paid a dear price; it became the 
biggest mistake of my financial aid career. 
I deeply disliked the financial aid process already, 
but now I was going 
to
 learn to truly hate it. The first 
thing I learned was that the people behind the 
counter are innocent victims trying to make a living 





and far away made. 
They are the interpreters 
that  get the gut wrench-
ing responsibility of facing uninformed, sometimes 
irate, upset and frantic students who desperately 
need to secure 
funding. 
I was one of those irate, upset and frantic students 
who, after standing in line for at least 30 minutes, was 
told that 
it was my fault I submitted the first SAR so 
late. 
I thoroughly expected to receive my first check by 
mid -September regardless, but I would soon learn 
how to apply for consecutive emergency assistance 
loans just to pay rent. 
I was so far behind in the process that I did not 
receive my check until the day before Thanksgiving. 
Consequently, I feel like a financial aid expert. So 
here are some of the lessons I learned. 
As soon as you get your first SAR, waste no time 
and mail it immediately, even if you have not filed 
your income tax form. 
They will take an estimate and by the time you 
receive the second SAR, it is likely that you have 
already filed with Uncle Sam, so you can give actual 
numbers. 
If you 
have filed for an extension with the IRS, 
stand in that line and ask as many questions as you 
need to until you have a good understanding of what 
you must do to keep the wheels churning in your 
favor.
 
Ask about the "Request for Review of Special 
Circumstances" 
form.  
If you meet any of the conditions for considera-
tion, you may be eligible for more than what they ini-
tially deem is necessary for your college survival. 
I needed
 more money than what administrators 
thought I needed, and the tax return did not ade-
quately represent my unique 
circumstances. 
Among the circumstances they
 take into consider-
ation are 
if
 you, your spouse or parents were 
employed full time in 1995 but have been unem-
ployed for at least 10 weeks in 1996, you are eligible 
for review of special circumstances.  
Another consideration is if either your spouse or 
parent(s)
 died, or became divorced or separated 
after filing  free application for student aid; you or 
your family had extraordinary expenses during 1996; 
or
 a benefits loss or change in assets occurred. 
For students who qualify, there is an additional 
unsubsidized maximum loan above the initial subsi-
dized loan amount that, depending upon your loan 
type, you may qualify for. The bottom line is to get 
over to the financial aid office and ask lots of ques-
tions. 
It
 may be frustrating because you are using English 
and they are communicating in financial aid dou-
blespeak, but it gets the job done. 
When you are willing to work with the 
bureaucracy, it means they will process 
the paperwork and you may get paid. 













 don't get 
me
 
wrong. I like my good 
friend and fellow 




 a guy's schtick is a 
sacred
 thing. And last week 
Mr. Zacapa stole my 
schtick.  
His weekly column is a ves-
sel pumped full of lessons to   
remind
 us all that the world is  alive with 
the grandeur 
of
 God. Eddie is engorged 
with God. And
 that is good. 
But last week. Eddie 
wrote  in a way I was 
not entirely prepared for. 
Maybe  I was 
chicken.
 God and sex, rolled into one like 
a Sizzler 
fajita.
 And I thought, "How dare 
he beat ME to the
 punch?" 
I could easily browse through thr centerfolds 
and risk getting a 
lump in my pants without 
fear of anyone knowing. 
While I'm happy to know we 
are kin-
dred spirits, stealing
 lines right out of my 






























your schtick free 
game, Eddie Z. 
J. Carder is 
going to town. I, 
too, 
have  witnessed 







 of stars, milky
 white and 
gooey.  A 
meteor streak.




More lights. Silicon 
Valley to San 
Francisco 
from a craggy 
rock,  jut from the 
mountainside. 
Did you see this
 too, Ben 
Lomond? Orange 
and  blue twinkle
-pat-
terns twisting with the 




 order for 
rea-
sons not entirely 
clear but that they fit
 that 
way. Look, Sue,
 that streak is 
280,
 that 
block is Moffet Field, 
that  dot is my home. 
Sue. 
Sue,
 too, is downright
 holy. The 
smile  a little 





Rowena T Millado 
Justin Carder 

























touch and feel of that heavenly (tee-hee) 
body. 
Oh
 my. The church, this church, is 
not so bad. I can get behind the whole 
concept of commandments and scripture 
for this dogma. I can get behind sin and 
redemption. I can pray.! can testify. 
A voice spoke to me. And it was a mira-
cle. A box of wires and a spinning disc. A 
human voice from far away. An electronic 
pulse. Internet phone. "Anybody there? Is 
anybody 
out there?" 
My column on a bumping bus. Two 
human beings laughing. They get my 
joke. We understand. It feels good to cre-
ate. 
A band with a friend, when they meant 
so 
much more to me. The Watsonville 
Veterans Hall, packed and 
sweating.
 My 
shoe torn from my foot in the crush.
 And 
breathe and dive down and no air but 
there is my shoe and legs dancing
 every-
where. And God, Eddie. God, or whatever 
you call it, was there too, dancing to 




Leslie Asbury, Michael 
Barton,
 Becki Bell, Undy Boisvert,  
Lisa Brown,  Paul Eiser 








Jeffrey Niese, Dustin Shekel! 
Contributing
 Writers 















Aaron Suomi'. Lea Tangelo 
Graphics Specialists 
John Lee. Jeff Chiu 
Advisers  
Mack Lundstrom. Jim 
McNay.  lack Quinton 
sole. 
A man selling 
frozen pineapple pops 
from a jingling 
cart rolled past a brand-
new office building
 that popped up seem-
ingly overnight down 
the street from an 
Ethiopian restaurant, 
in
 and out of busi-
ness five times in three 
years after the flea-
market stall with 386 
motherboards
 for 
sale upgraded its stock to the edges of that 
sanded
 beach where naked people slept
 
in a windy sun 
before sophomores started 
drinking  Boone's by a bonfire of wooden 
pallets from a 
business  0) that recycled 
wooden 
palletes from the 
7-11 Slurpee 
dealers on 
every corner around the
 park 
where koi 
gurgle and slurp under blossom 
covered surfaces to 
arenas
 filled with 
sweat and rock 'n' roll left on that one way 
street to the next one way street just down 
the planet from the city of cities and up 
from the U.S. food ileitis under that We  
that branched out and stuck up browsers 
and made my grandmother buy a comput-
er to download pictures of pedestrian 
Advertising 
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pancakes  and soaring
 red-
wood trees. 
And  someone to hold
 my 
hand
 and see it 
with  me. 
Eddie,  you were 
right  to steal my 
schtick.
 It was yours to 
take. 
We are 




 know that the world spins in 
divine beauty. We 
write  about it. We know 
that without sharing,
 without a human 
voice,
 without a whisper, all 
the  beauty in 
the universe




OUT ANCh ON 









 a Spartan Daily 
Columnist.  
This
 is his final column.
 
Opinion
 Page Policies 
All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to 
express  
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the 
Editor, which should be 3(X) words or less 
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be. 
*put In the 
Letters  to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily 
office in 
Dwight Bentel Hall. room 209 
*faxed to (408)924-5237 or 
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor. 
School 
of Journalism and Mass Communications. San 
Jose State University, One Washington Square, San Jose, 
CA 95192-0149. 
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily 
and 
may  be wilted for clarity. grammar, Ube and length.
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Published opinions and idaintsanwer do not neces-
sarily reflect the views of the Sperm Daily. the School of 
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Meeting. 4p.m. Student 
Union, Montalvo rm. 
Call 364-1243, 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Mass. 12noon. John XXII 
Center, 195
 E. San Fer-
nando St. Call 938-1610. 
Concert Choir 
Choir needs tenors and altos. 
Apply  9a.m.-10:30a.m.
 
Music  Bldg., 
Choral
 Activities 












Old School, Daneehall 
10pan.-2a.m.  (141 9244599. 


























179111 on KS M) 
Underground music, H i p-
Hop,  
Rap, Rythm and Blues, Old 
School, Dancehall -
 hir .SJSU. 










Test -anxiety workshop. 2p.m.-
3p.m. 
Administration  Bldg., 
rm. 269. Call 924-5920 
The Listening Hour 
Collegium Musicum will per-
form 
Medieval and Renaissance 
music 
with instruments of those eras. 
12:30p.m.-1:15p.m. Music 
Bldg., 
Concert Hall. Call 924-4631. 
Okinawan
 Shorin Ryu 
Karate Club 
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m. 
Spartan Complex West, 
rm. 202. Call W4-8759. 
School of Art & Design 
Student 
galleries  art exhibits. 
llam.-4p.m.
















Special book sale, with prices 
50 percent off (donations 
welcome). 
10a.m.-2p.m.  
Wahlquist Library, rm. 408 
and Clark Library, lobby. 
Call 
924-2705.  
Meteorology Seminar Series 











7p.m. Student Union, lobby. 
Call
 924-5950. 
School of Art & Design 
Student
 galleries art exhibits. 





of Airport Ezecutives 
Meeting,  with talk by 
Bill Potter,
 
deputy director of SJSU 
5:30pan. Aviation Bldg., 






 The 40 Year 
Road to 










nn. 515. Call 9245205. 
Iti Allionee  
of 
Idiotism
 and Eiiglineers 
night,




GIVE THE PRECIOUS GIFT 
OF
 LIFE 
EGG DONATION PROGRAM needs healthy 
women
 between 21 and 32 
years of age. 
Experience the 





 woman to conceive. If you 
are of Caucasian, Asian,
 East Indian, Iranian, or 
other ethnic cultures, you may help others of 
your ethnic background who would otherwise 
remain childless. All inquiries are confidential. 
Financial compensation is provided. 
Contact: Doris
 (510) 867-1800 
Bay Area Fertility Medical Group 
5601 Norris 
Canyon  Rd, 
Ste  300 






Paris  510 
Athens  918 
Rome  793 
Geneva  732 





are roundrnp 'ex not tneraded 
SOT. ,emator,  
anPl,  
415-391-8407 
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Si hwatienegger is ern(













 lit initiator"  star, who is in 
the
 state filming a com-
edy, 'Jingle 
All  the Way." 
"People who 
own bakeries have 
sent
 cookies out 
to the 
cast
 and crew. People 
who  own coffee shops 
have
 sent us coffee,"
 he said Monday.
 
"People who own toy
 stores have sent toys 
to my 
children.
 I've never experienced
 anything like it."
 
Schwarienegger
 was host of a 
charity  fund-raiser 
Monday. 


















for  three  
of "Arm 











MARIA,  Calif. (AP) 









 by formei 
employees at 
Ills Neel land 
ranch.
 
Several  former 
employees  accuse the 
pop star of 
eavesdropping 
and making 









They say the 
atmosphere  
forced










ted  a 
request
 by Jackson









with a trial. 
The trial
 is expected 
to
 begin this 
summer.  
Jackson was 
never  charged with 
any crime in the
 
molestation  case and 
reached  a settlement 
with his 
Beautiful  ones 
open eatery 
14 rs:DON 
(AP) - A battle of 
pecs vs. pouts is 
shaping






 on a London
 
branch 
1/i Fashion Cale, 






















owned by Sylvester 
Stallone.  
Bruce  




 to untarnish 
with Friend's 
help 




 has a 
"Et-wild"tu





 'S( of his 
publicity  lately 
for
 his failed 
marriage
 
al id his role in Heidi Reiss' 
Hollywood 













guest shot on NBC's -Friends" 
this week
 as a 
Na',",officer  who comes
 to visit 
Phoebe (played
 by Lisa Kudrow).
 
The phone 







 this or what?' 








 it. Let me 





 in an 















two years, I thought it 







 people in half 
an hour 




Willis to make 
a Mint in Idaho 
BOISE, 
Idaho  (AP) - 
Bruce





Entertainment  Group 
plans  to build a 
nightclub in Boise
 this summer. 
It will be similar 
to The Mint lounge 
that
 he built 
last 
year
 in Halley, near
 the Sun Valley
 ski resort. 
The 
Mint books big -name












 %snit 11illis own

















































 26, is 
traveling
 with 









continue  to 
skate
 at least until
 
mid -July, when the 
tow




;Ames  in 
Boston,




























































 sales for 
assigned 
territory.  
Minimum  1 













opportunities  and 













 skills and 
attention to 
detail  
is a must. 
Multiple  languages

































 are no 





 that s k 
other  languages
 and like 
facing4liverse  
challenges.
 Make it 
into the licre 
ervice and 
you may be 




 wffrk on 
ay
 and protecting
 the people 
who  will 
fill history 
books  the next.
 Call u you 
think you 
will




































demonstration  of 
aptitude  in inter-
pretation overrode the
 usual fluff 
in 
giving  an entertaining 
perfor-
mance by forgoing 
introducing  
characters or setting up a piece. 
Interpreters 
just took the stage 
with their unassuming 
black 
binders and 
were  timed for three 
minutes when
 the first syllable was 
spoken.
 
Interpreter Verlene Schermer 
carefully worked an introduction 
into her three minutes of William 
Sorovan "The 
Schermer made it   the final 




Other interpreters Are Beverly 
Dennison who'll read from 
Ronnie Gilbert's "Mother Jones," 
Floyd Dudley and Egan Schulz will 
read from Steinbeck's "Of Mice 
and Men," and Premadonna 
Campbell will read from Maya 
Angelou's "lust
 Like Job." 
Mathis-Swanson said that the 
competition is named after
 two 
instructors who are revered per-
sonalities





 to SJSU 
and  
helped bring about the
 TV studio 
program. 
Kaucher  retired in 
the 
1950s and died in 1972. 
The oral interpretation 
contest 
was then taken over
 by Noreen 
Mitchell until she
 left in 1984. 
Mathis
-Swanson  said 
Mitchell
 will 
attend the finals. 
Plans:
 Know 
what  you need to do  
From page I 
worksheet .uid 
sent  to the graduation petitioner. 
If any problems occur, the petitioner can 
usually
 fix 
it by a phone call to their assigned evaluator listed at 
the bottom of the 
worksheet. 
"Most things can be handled over the phone," 
.Andrews said. 
If the problem can not be fixed
 by phone, the peti-
tioner is then instructed to go back to the department 
where an adviser can help to straighten out the prob-
lem. 
"We are really a reporting forum in this case," 
Andrews said. 
If you have made the deadline for applications, 
what do you do next? It is time to put the finishing 
touches on the last classes of your college career, but 
don't forget about your cap and gown.
 
The Spartan Bookstore has caps and 
gowns  on sale. 
"Students just come in and the gown is measured 
to fit by height," Customer Service 
Representative  
Marcel Mann said. She said the bookstore employees 
know what color cap. gown and tassel 
to give for the 
majors.
 
Commencement ceremonies are held once a 
year  
on Saturday of Memorial Day Weekend at the Spartan 
Stadium on Seventh Street and Alma Avenue. Tickets 
for the event are not necessary, but  
guests  are remind-
ed to 
come  early to avoid the crowd. 
What happens if you have applied for graduation 
and didn't graduate? You should 
be
 aware that you 
will not be able to 
register
 for next semester's classes. 
But don't be alarmed. This can be remedied by 
changing the date in the admissions office 
which  will 
cost $10. The restriction will then be lifted and regis-
tration should be normal. 
According to the recording, 
diplomas can be 
expected in the mail about two months after the 
semester ends. If there are outstanding graduation 
requirements you will be notified within six weeks 
after the semester ends. 
For the most part, be aware 
of
 your deadlines and 
check your requirements frequently. Double check to 
make sure what you have done will apply toward grad-
uation. Happy planning. 
Pepsi
 to widen 
testing  of 
exotic  drink 






guarana berry to 




 no such 
claims about 








 people are 
drawn  
to guarana
 bx its powerful
 image 
and  mystery, said 
Brad Shaw, a 
spokesman
 for Pepsi at its 
head-
quarters
 in Somers, N.Y. 
Pepsico said 
Monday  it is 
expanding  the test
-marketing  of 
Josta, a 










 said Josta sales 
in Phoenix,
 where Pepsi has been
 
66   
People are drawn to 








 the product since late 
December,
 have been successful 
and warrant test
-marketing  in a 
wider area. 
"We want to see how well it can 
do elsewhere," Shaw said. 
Guarana-based drinks are a nov-
elty in the United States but are 
common in Brazil. 
Shaw declined to specify where
 
Pepsi would test -market Josta 
beyond Phoenix but said the 
expanded sales would begin
 as 
early as this week. A 20-ounce bot-





"It's got an interesting flavor 
that
 everyone seems to describe 
differently," Shaw said. 
Guarana is viewed as an aphro-
disiac in Brazil, where it also is sold 
as a powder. Students often take it 
when studying for exams because 
it helps keep them awake. 














page  1 
admitting her to the program. 
The 
contract  never arrived.
 But 
a  friend, who 
entered SJSU after 
she did, received her 
contract. 
Palmer learned that she was 
dropped
 from the 
waiting  list 
because she hadn't returned the 
survey. 
She discovered in 1995
 the 





Because she was dropped, 
Palmer changed her major to 
health science and now isn't sure 
when she will actually graduate. 
Palmer isn't the only one to get 
conflicting information. 
Gene Hannan, a senior, said one 
adviser told him that two classes he 
is currently taking are not neces-
sary, however another adviser told 
him they are. 
Hannan 
also encountered 
another problem area  the gen-
eral advising office. 
Hannan said he 
went there to 
see if he was lacking any general 
education when 
someone
 in the 
office
 lost his general education 
checklist. It was recovered two 
days later, too late for his 
appoint-
ment which 
had to be resched-
uled.
 
Creative art major 
Jennifer
 
Fitzgerald said the general advising 
office isn't connecting
 well to 
incoming  transfer students. 
'They need to gear some
 special 
transfer students orientation day," 
she said. 
The office also didn't tell about 
the  Writing Skills Test requirement 
for upper division classes. She got 
that information from her depart-
ment adviser. 
Advertising Instructor Tom 
Jordan
 said another reason stu-
dents
 take longer to graduate is 
because of the general assessment 
office. Jordan said it doesn't evalu-
ate transfer students' previous 
classes until after they have 
enrolled the first time. 
He said this isn't done because 








Heroic measures kept 
son alive against wishes
 
66   










Only about 40 percent
 of admit-
ted students 
enroll said Bruce 
Kravitz, director of the 
Business 
Students Advising
 Center who 
worked
 in the general assessment 
office for six years. 
Jordan 
said this can cause stu-
dents 




 don't know 
what classes are 
accepted toward 
their degree. 
In 1989 the 
Academic  Senate 
Committee wrote
 the current SJSU 
advising policy. It mentioned 
another advising problem  
lack 
of university -wide 
consistency.  
Director
 of Admissions Kathleen 
Kyne agreed, she said all the major 









"Its not working," she said. "My 
frustration has 
always
 been, 'Why 
have an Academic Senate policy 
which is only partially being Imple-
mented?' Implementation ofjust 
a few of the resolutions ruins the 
spirit of the whole policy, which 
was to deliver quality academic 
advising." 
Ken Blase, director of the 
school of journalism and mass 
communications reviews each 
advising session in his 
department  
with the adviser, and he disagrees. 
"Most of the problems are the 
fault of the students. They create 
their own problems by not seeking 
advice," he said. 
Mary Moore, counselor, said 
some  times are better than others 
to seek that advice.
 
She said some students have dif-
ficulty getting advising during 
(AP)  A woman
 has sued the 
Kaiser  Permanente 
hospital
 in Santa 
Clara, accusing 
doctors of keeping 
her
 dying son alive 
against  his wishes. 
Claudia
 Reading of 
Foster
 City claims 
her son, Paul Reading,
 had signed a 
form that gave her control
 over his 
























































tips  that 
day and 
intro-
duced  to 
department  



































ment  tests 












They  must 





 units in 
a 124 unit 
degree 
program
 and 32 
to 33 units 








every  semester and 
attend 
summer sessions if 
necessary. The 
pledge is 
available  in 
most,  but not 
all majors. 
Not all students 





 on time is 
mostly
 the students' 
responsibility.  
Brenda 
Naudus,  a creative 
arts 
major, 
said she has had 
great advis-
ing. She said her 
adviser, Ann 
Simonsen, was
 extremely well pre-
pared and
 helpful. 
"She went above and beyond 
the call of duty. 
I couldn't always 
meet
 with her during office hours. 
She would call me at night and let 
me ask her questions," Naudus 
said. 
Kweku Gughrie, a theatre arts 
graduate student, said, "I 
have the 
responsibility to figure out
 what I 
need. I take responsibility for
 that 
myself. It's not remotely 
possible  to 
put that responsibility on 
the  advis-
er to make sure the students get
 
through." 
and that specifically opposed his 
being placed 
on life support. But the 
hospital "undertook
 various heroic 
measures, which were 
not necessary," 
Reading
 alleged in the 
suit
 filed late 
last month in Santa 
Clara County 
Superior 
Court. The hospital, she
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you need, 
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English as a Second 
Language
 

























































"You in the 
tobacco  business 
now surely 
see the clear, 
emerging 
consensus  in 




and  promotions 
should not 
appeal  to the 
children  
of this country,- Clinton 
said.  
Though he 
spoke at that 
point  




 people was made up 











Clinton's  remarks, 
coming in a 
key  political state, focused on an 
issue that pollsters 
say  is impor-
tant to middle class American 
families, 
particularly women. 
While the president 
broke no 
new ground Tuesday, he proposed 
last August a series of tough regu-
lations that would reduce the 
access by young people to ciga-





tising that appeals to youngsters.
 
Clinton said to tobacco compa-
nies, "Join with us. Do the right 
thing. ... Do it now and help us. 
Play your role in stopping  this 
problem before it starts for mil-




become regular smokers each day 
and nearly 
1,000  of them eventu-
ally die as a 
result  of smoking. 
While
 chastising tobacco com-
panies,
 he also demanded respon-
sibility from 
America's teen-agers. 
"Our obligation is to live as 
long and as well as we 
can,"  
Clinton said.
 "We should not be 
self 
destructive.
 We shoulki do no 
harm. -
Clinton earlier 













 than the legal 
age. 
Chinon said 
businesses  have the 
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SACRAMENTO  (Al')  A proposal to 
extend consumer
 protection laws 
regulating 
catalog and telemarketing
 sales to shoppers 
on the Internet passed its first
 legislative- hur-
dle Tuesday with no opposition. 
Assemblywoman Jackie
 Spy ier, 1) -
Burlingame, told the Assembly
 Consumer 
Protection
 Committee that 
while  the Internet 
is 
rapidly  becoming a marketplace, 
some  basic 
consumer  protection laws didn't 
anticipate
 
and don't cover the new 
communications  
technology.  
"We are introducing this in reponse to con-
tinued reports 
that  the information superhigh-
way is plagued by cyberspace
 highwaymen and 
women," she told the panel. "There are 
cyberthieves. They are prevalent and wide-
spread." 
The committee sent Speier's bill to the 
Assembly floor on a unanimous 9-0 vote after 
less than fist minutes of testimony. 
Speier saii I two of the biggest crimes on the 
linter-net today am 
thefts  of ce edit card num-
bers and sales of 
nonexistent  or misrepre-
seined goods
 and services, 
which  she said 
are similar to problems
 in mail-order and 
telem.aketing industries. 
Her
 proposal would 
require
 that business-
es selling anything on the 
Internet must 
reveal their true business name and 
street  
address, clearly state their refund policies 
and
 provide "a cost-free method for con-
sumers
 to contact them to resolve disputes." 
It
 would also require Internet merchants 
to complete sales transactions
 within 30 
days, provide sales contracts and generally 
abide by all  state laws governing catalog and 
telemarketing sales. 
She said effective laws have been enacted 
over recent years to protect consumers from 
telemarketing
 and direct mail scams, "and 
this simply adds commercial sales on the 
Internet
 to that same body of law." 
66 
We are introducing this in 
response to 






is plagued by 
cyberspace 

















 (AP)  






recent  surge its gasoline 
prices 
through  a persistent march 
of increases, the Los Angeles 
Times reported Tuesday. 
Supply levels and crude oil costs 
rose and fell unevenly during the 
period that Texaco's prices contin-
ued a steady climb, the Times 
reported. And the five other major 
refiners in Los Angeles 
eagerly
 fol-
lowed Texaco's lead, according to 
a Times computer analysis of 
gaso-
line price data provided by the 
Lundberg Survey, an industry 
research firm. 
The top company 
in
 the market, 
the Atlantic 
Richfield  Co., initially 
kept its prices low but ultimately 






At  a news
 iii 
tier 
(Alec  in Los 
Angeles on 
Monday,  however, 
Arco's chairman denied 
any 
attempt
 among oil 
companies  to 
manipulate the market. The U.S. 
Justice Department is now con-
ducting an investigation into the 
price hikes. 
"There is 
no collusion in the 
industry. There are too many play-
ers. It's too diverse," Mike R. 
Bowfin told reporters after Arco's 
annual shareholders meeting at 
the downtown Sheraton Grande 
hotel. 





the  rise of 
retail gasoline
 prices since January 
were Texaco's pricing increases 
and the subsequent moves by its 
competitors. The other major oil 
refiners in Los Angeles are Arco, 
Chevron, Mobil, Unocal and Shell. 
The cost of gasoline in Southern 
California has risen more 
than 30 
cents a gallon in the 
last four 
months, to about $1.50
 a gallon. 
California's gasoline 
prices have 
increased much faster than those 
in the rest of the country. 
Texaco's price hikes "reflect
 our 
perception of the 
market  condi-
tions
 affecting our different classes 
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 colleges 
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reflects market conditions." 
The industry has said that it 
raised prices because of statewide 
production and inventory con-
straints, the rising cost of crude oil 
and the higher cost of producing 
cleaner burning
 gasoline. 
But Texaco repeatedly raised 
prices during a time when crude
 
oil prices. gasoline inventories and 
gasoline production statewide rose 
and fell in no consistent patterns, 
according
 to a comparison with 
statewide data provided by the 
California Energy Commission. 
Additionally, productions of new 
state -mandated, cleaner burning 
gasoline was 
estimated
 to cost 5 to 
8 cents
-per
-gallon  but Texaco 
hiked 
prices  a total of 28.3 cents 
per gallon. 
"There's no law ... which pro-
hibits one of these companies 
from  saying, 'Wait a minute: 
There's a herd mentality out there. 
People are expecting us to raise 
our prices, so let's do it," said 
Thomas Dove, a 
deputy  attorney 
general for 
California who prose-
cuted price-fixing cases involving 
refiners in the past. 
Nevertheless,  he. said: 
"If 
Texaco's inventories 
were  holding 
steady or climbing, it's a damn 
good question to ask
 them: Why 




Texaco ranks ninth statewide in 
gasoline sales, with about 5 per-
cent of the market. By contrast, 
market leader Arco has about 20 
percent of the mar ket, according 






Surprisingly, t%t'll though it is 
such a small player
 ri 
the market, 
Texaco set a pace that the other
 
refiners quickly matched. 
In February, Texaco charged 
nearly 11 cents
 a gallon more than 
Arco, the lowest
-priced refiner in 
the market. By the end of last 
month, the difference between 
Texaco's price and Arco's had nar-
rowed to six cents a gallon. 
Arco gasoline was the 
cheapest  
in the 
regions  in nine of the 10 
weeks surveyed. But it increased 
the most during that period, by 
more than
 33 cents a gallon, com-
pared to Texaco's 28.3 cents a gal-
lon.  
The computer 
analysis  was con-
ducted 
on
 data drawn from a sur-
vey of gasoline dealers and whole-
salers in 
the  city of Los Angeles 





























tion ordering him to stop 
assist-
ing suicides 
when  he helped two 
women take their lives in 1991. 
"An 
injunction  is invalid if the 
act is legal," Kevorkian said. 
It was 
Kevorkian's  third day on 
the stand for his defense 
in his 
third assisted suicide trial. 
Prosecutors introduced the 
injunction over the objections
 of 
Keyorkian's lawyers,
 who argued 
it was inadmissible because the 




Oakland County Circuit Judge 
David F. Breck had 
agreed with 
the 
defense, but his ruling was 
overturned by the Michigan 




prosecutor  Lawrence 
Bursting,  Kevorkian continued to 
argue that the Court of Appeals 
and the Michigan Supreme 
Court are corrupt. 
"Any court that presumes to 
create law is corrupt," he said. 
"Courts adjudicate
 law, they 
don't create it." 
Kevorkian,  who has acknowl-
edged attending 27 suicides since 
1990, has accused the state 
Supreme
 
Court of fabricating law 
in its 1994 ruling under common 




Monday, Kevorkian described 
himself as a victim of corrupt, 
conspiratorial judges, prosecu-
tors and legislators. He com-
pared his prosecution to those in 
Nazi courts, and said his trial was 
"an example of tyranny." 
Kevorkian is on trial in the 
1991 deaths of Sherry Miller, 43, 
and Marjorie Wants, 58. Wants, 
who had severe pelvic pain, 
died
 
of an injection of drugs. Miller 
had multiple sclerosis and died 
of carbon monoxide poisoning. 
Kevorkian could get up to 10 
years
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 has been 
assigned the
 duty of 
addressing  
three 
major  issues. 
The







 roles, and 
policies  to 
enhance
 the mission
















productiVi  V 
and 
revenue  























accomplish  these 
three goals by 
identifying  the 
University's 
"customer base" and
 what it 




the  academic Allari. 








views and offer 
additional  




Faculty, too, are 
urged to 
attend and 
give input about 
the  
perceived  and 
identified  pur-
poses of the 
organizational  
structure
 of SJSU. 
The Task Force is 
hoping
 to 
get  answers from 
students and 














luring  of 
SJSU?  
'Why are we 
organized into 
eight colleges? 
Do we really 
need
 to have 
colleges at all? 
*Is there a 
better  way to 
structure SJSU? 
Are there any other
 con-





 make a 
presentation  to 
the Task Force, please
 call the 
Office of the
 Provost at 924-
2400 and bring 12 
copies of a 
summary
 of your 
presentation
 
to the forum for 
members of 
the
 Task Force 
oRadisson
 




sk for Special 
an Jose State Rate: 
Fri. & 
Sat. 
Includes  complete buffet
 breakfast 
7 4 
Discover what's new 
at
 the Radisson. 
Rediscover the 





Sunnyvale, CA 94087 
1,Radisson
 (408) 247-0800 
(800) 333-3333 
This offer is based 011 
available
 occupancy,  cannot be 
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 r nal
 

















might  have 






could  have 

















 to the 
birth of 
her 
first  child. 
Instead,
 she is 
some  600 
miles 
away  from 
her loved 
ones in 
Austin,  Texas. 
plunked
 down at 
an
 
Army  base 
in Alabama
 with her 
soldier husband. 
But in 
this  most 
physical  of 





passing  month, 
Kelly 













 Ow is 
a member
 of the 
August
 list  
one of 






Africa,  all 



























































 It is 
one





especially  for 
women  
expect-
ing  their 









































 a simple 
command,  each
 
woman  can 
send
 mail to 
one 
address























 a lot of 
women
 went up 
a shoe size.. 
Right now 






 for the 
baby,  so women 
have been 




cross between an old-fashioned
 
party line and a 
medical  seminar, 
but  mostly the 30 to 40 
messages
 
that arrive each day 
are a continual 
reminder to these expectant  moth-
ers that someone 
understands  just 
what they're going through. 
"In the beginning, I 
was so sick I 
couldn't look at a computer screen 
for very long," said 
Beth 
Rosenberg,  28, who lives on 
Martha's Vineyard,
 an island off 
Cape Cod, Mass. "But when I did, 
here were all these
 women who 
were going through the same 
thing that I was, and
 it was this 
wonderful feeling that I wasn't 
alone." 
The call and 
response  of the 
mail messages follows the steady 
progression of pregnancy with its 
weekly litany of 
changes.
 
"First, everybody got morning 
sickness. Then, everybody outgrew
 
their dothes. Then, 
a lot of women 
went up a shoe 
size,"
 said Sarah 
Haddad of San 
Carlos, Calif. 
"Right now is the time
 of a real 
growth spurt for 
the  baby, so 
women have been
 bemoaning 
their  weight gain." 
For first-time
 mothers, 
the  list 






 Vukas of 
Randolph. 
NJ.,  who is 
pregnant  
with  twins. 
"Even  though 
you go out 
and  
buy all
 the baby 
books  in the 
world, 
there are still 
things  you 
world, there are still things you 
can't find there," she said. "You go 
to the obstetrician and
 they  just say 
that 'That's normal and it will get 
worse.'" 
But the women on the list, a mix 
of first-time and experienced 




to know everything  or if they 
don't, they know where 
to
 find it. 
Where else, Haddad asked with 
a laugh, would you find in the 
same week an abstract of a 
research paper that found eating 
18 jelly beans was just as good as 
drinking the wretched tasting 
syrup used to treat gestational dia-
betes and an explanation of shift-
ing sleep patterns common in the 
second trimester  which 
explained the nightmares many 
list -members were experiencing. 
The sisterhood has known its 
tragedies as well. One woman, who 
had a history of miscarriages, 
entered the hospital at 24 weeks. 
List members rallied, collecting 
money for a dinner to be brought 
in to her and her husband. Despite 
her doctors' efforts, she lost her 
baby. 
"'The outpouring






















midwife  was a 
The  list's original 





dent at the 










about  children 
and
 preg-
nancy,  which were 
awash  in hun-
dreds of 
messages
 on every aspect 
of the
 topic. 
"When we got 
pregnant, we 
found 
that a lot of people would 
keep 
in touch through the news-
group, but it's a little
 cumber-
some,"
 Smith said. "Not everyone's
 
interested in exactly 
where  you 
are."  
He set up a list
 for his wife and 





Suddenly, he was 




wanting their own lists. 
A few individual 
mailing lists 
have existed
 over the years
 for 
individual months,
 but Smith was 
the first to set up a 
rotating  group 
of 12. 
"I would
 start a list for the
 com-
ing month, for 
folks  who were just 
finding out they were 
pregnant,"  
he said. 
"I'd  monitor it 
until  it had 
24 or so 
members
 and then put 
out a message saying
 'Would you 
like to take on the 
management  of 
the list?'
 Someone always 
would."  
As their 
pregnancies  have 
pro-
gressed, the women have 
shifted 
from fear  
about  losing their babies 
to 
eager  talk of labor 
and
 delivery. 
And, in a few 
months, birth 
announcements
 will start showing 
up. 
If earlier months
 are any indica-
tion, 
as
 soon as each new mother 
is 
able, she'll write up the
 story of the 
birth for everyone 
who's been with 
her throughout
 the pregnancy. 
The August





 their list in October so the 
women learning they're pregnant 
in November can start 
theirs.  But 
Rosenberg has no 
doubt  that 
they'll create an August
-96 list to 
talk about 
raising
 the children 
they've











Md.  (AP) 
 
Victoria's 
Secret  has settled 
a law-
suit 




 to a 
strip  
search 




the lingerie store. 
Nathaniel 















































complete  course 












 a  $218 
million
 law-
suit in March 
against  Victoria's 
Secret, 




 Center in 
suburban 
Baltimore and





 issue has been 
resolved to 
the satisfaction
 of both parties,"
 Al 
Dietzel,  a 
spokesman
 for the 
Limited 
Inc.,  Victoria's 
Secret's 
parent company,




Lawyers  would 
not  discuss the 
terms of the 
settlement or 
say  if 
the 
pair









said in A state-
ment 


















two  friends claim 
they left 
the 
store  in the mall 























and  Cobb, 
25, were
 forced to 
strip  and Cobb 
was 
subjected







according  to 







 the suit, 
but
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 in the small 
package
 pick-up and 
delivery business 
seeks men and women
 to 
sort,  route and handle
 packages. Some 
of the advantages 
of working for RPS
 include: 
$7 AN HOUR TO START! 
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and  a 
cancerous  
tumor the
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"He'll  do 
with  it the 
same thing
 that 
he's done  with 
pitchers
 over the 
years:  bat-
tle it real hard. 
Butler 









years.  John 
Kruk,  Jerry 
DiPoto, 
Darren  Daulton 
and Danny 
Jackson  also 
developed 
the disease. 
"It kind of 
puts





pitcher  Tom 
Candiotti  said. 
"It's 




























his  doctors 
that
 he 
chewed  tobacco 
for  a couple of 
years,  but 
gave it up 
15 years ago. 
He
 did not smoke
 
or







 said Butler 
will  miss the 
rest 
of
 the season. Butler's
 wife, Eveline, 
told  reporters she 
doesn't expect 








 Fred Claire 
said.  "Brett is such 
an important
 part of our organization. 
He's very 






"I would say 
(the  team meeting) was 
very quiet yet
 very emotional. Brett 
is
 not 
just  a member of the team,
 he's been a 
leader of the team. It's 
an emotional thing 
we're all 
going through." 
Butler, who has 
spent  four full seasons 
with the Dodgers,
 was placed on the dis-
abled 













"My  goal was 
always  to play 
major  
league 
baseball,"  Butler 
said in a state-
ment. "I've 










 of my life 
and 
always  will be." 
Dr. Bob 




 will perform 
surgery  May 21 to 
remove
 a cancerous








 also will remove
 some muscle 
tissue  where the 
tonsil was. Butler
 will have 
radiation 
treatments  for six 
weeks. 
"You don't like to 
have a friend go 
through what 





Worrell  said. 
Doctors told Butler
 his survival rate 
could be better 
than  70 percent because 
of his 
physical  conditioning. 
"That's a very sad story, 
acting commis-
sioner Bud Selig 
said. "I was terribly sad-
dened to 
hear  about it. I pray for 
him  and 
his 











 (AP)  
Mark 
McGwire 
hit  a three
-run
 homer 
and  Jason Giambi















McGwire,  who 
singled
 in the go-
ahead run Monday
 night as the A's 
rallied for a 5-3 
victory over the  
Indians, hit his fourth
 homer of 
the season in 
the third inning, 
a 
428 -foot




singled  in the 
first, 
third, fourth 
and  sixth innings to 
raise  his average 
to .342. He was 
intentionally
 walked in 
the eighth. 
Giambi 
scored  in the
 third on 
McGwire's
 homer and 
drove in a 
run in the 
fourth. 
The A's 
got  11 hits off 
Orel  
Hershiser (3-3), 
who  allowed four 
runs
 in 4 2-3 innings. 
Hershiser  
had won his
 previous three deci-
sions. 
The A's added 
four  runs in the 
eighth  against reliever
 Julian 
Tavarez.
 Ernie Young hit 
his  first 
homer of the
 season, Phil 
Phunier  
had a two
-run  double and 
Tern'
 









  Matt 
Williams and Barry Bonds
 home -
red Tuesday night as the 
San  
Francisco Giants beat the St. Louis 
Cardinals 
4-2 Tuesday night and 
stopped a four -game losing streak. 
With the score 2-2 in the sev-
enth, Stan 
Javier  singled off Tony 
Fossas (0-3) with one out and 
Bonds followed with his league -
leading 14th homer. 
Allen Watson, (3-3) making his 
first start against the Cardinals 
since 
being  traded for Royce 
Clayton, allowed two runs  
and  
seven hits in six innings. 
Rod Beck 
pitched
 1 1-3 score-
less innings for his sixth save, 
sending St. Louis to its 






 one run and 
five 
hits
 in five innings. 
Willie McGee's 
double























 ni (010 
Williams 
tied the score 
in the 
fourth with 
his seventh home run. 
Clayton hit a 
sacrifice  fly in the 
fifth,
 but Rich Aurilia 
hit  an RBI 
double in the 
sixth off Jeff Parrett. 
St. Louis chased 
Watson  in the 
seventh,
 putting runners at 
first 
and third with no 
outs after David 
Bell singled and John Mabry dou-
bled. 
Rich  DeLucia then 
retired
 
Luis Alicea, Danny Sheaffer and 
Clayton 
on fly balls. 
Notes: The
 Giants have a league' 
leading 50 homers
 and allowed a 
league -high 44. 
... Dennis 
Eckersley 
has allowed no walks in 
15 2-3 innings he 
has pitched. ... 
Ozzie 
Smith  needs one hit 
for 
2,400.... Ron 
Gant. who has a 
pulled 
hamstring, missed his sec-
ond straight 
game....  The Giants 
have hits league -leading
 50 home 
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May 
Events,  































May  10 
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Jupiter Sun and 
Special Guest 
Fri, May 17. 8PM 





















































































































































 said his religious









ome  as a 
major  
shoc 
k,"  he said. "It 
is impossible 
to speak 





wife  and I 
would  ask for 
your  prayers 
for us and 
our  
children
 at this 





will  lead us, 
but we 
will try out










career,  ill 
could  pick 
five









 to be 
one  of those
 five or 
six, no 
question  










got  to it in 
a hurry." 
The
 illness hit 
Butler  at the 





not  offered a 
contract  by the
 
Dodgers at 









 by the team 
he had 
played





 with the 




 in 90 games.
 In need of a 
leadoff 
hitter, the 
Dodgers  traded 
for him on 
Aug.  
18.  




 and he was booed when 
he 
returned to Los 
Angeles.  A week after 
his  
return,  he criticized the Dodgers for ail-
ing up 




 first thing I think about
 is him, but 
I also think 
about  his family," said 
California third baseman Tim 
Wallach, 
another former 
teammate. "I know the 
pain 
they're going through because 
he
 
went through it with his mom. Everybody
 
says 
it,  but you put a perspective on what's 
really




 when tragedies like that 
happen."
 
Through all of the chaos last 
season, 
Butler  hit .300 or better 
for the fifth time 
in his career and








When  he showed up for 
spring training 
this year, he said he was 
happy  and excited  
about the 
















  The 
man  
%silo 
made a secret 
videotape  of 
Michael Irvin 




buy a house where
 they would 
have wild 







 it that 
way,"  
Dennis Pedini said
 in an interview 
broadcast  by Fort 
Worth  television 
station











Cowboys  players 
in
 the purchase 
of "the 









dollars  by one Cowboys 
player and took out 
a car loan for 
another




 made the tape of 
Irvin because he was 
angered  by 
the star receiver's
 lack of respect 
for him.
 The tape 
purportedly  
shows Irvin 
with  cocaine. 
"A lot
 of people say, 
'You're 
stabbing him in 
the back and tak-
ing 
him down,'" Pedini 
told
 KXAS. 
"I m not. If I wanted 
to take him 
down, I could




Pedini  said he 
made








































































 Pedini s 




indictment  oil 
felony drug
 charges. 




 Irvin did 
that,  why didn't
 




 it didn't 
happen.  'That's 
why they 
didn't  do it." 
Nothing  indicated 
















 airing its 
hidden -
camera
 footage of 
him discussing 
cocaine buys and
 use with Pedini 





 told a Fort 






oh' r q 
else"  


















































































WiLLiao Ntal:epeace ThackeRay 
When 
Thackeray  wrote 
Barry Lyndon, 
credit cards
 didn't exist. Too
 bad Barry 
couldn't take 










 confusion out of 
selecting
 an all-purpose
 credit card. 
When you 
apply  for one of 
The Golden 
l's VISA" cards.
 you'll get 
everything 
you've  always 









credit  is a vital
































 give you 






 Each offers 
worldwide
 acceptance and  a 
wide  
range of 
special  services, such 
as free 
cash advances










You  can pick 
up




 at the Golden
 
1 office 
nearest you or 
have  one sent 

















from his book. 









































Membership  in The 
Golden I ('redit 
Union is open to 
all ( ',dorm ma UAW
 employees. 
facults,  staff. and 
students









to members of 
their 
families. Ti'
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 of the 
women's
 golf
 team is 
featured





























played the final 

































end  after the NCAA 





 Spartan Head 
Coach, 
Butch  Krikorlan. 
will be inducted into the 
ITA 
Collegiate  Hall of 

















 16& 17, at 
Stanford,  TBA. 
Football 
 SJSU will start its 
sea-
son 
in August as 
it
 
takes on Air 
Force In 
















By Francis Ladines 
Spartan Daffy Staff Writer 
Having phut -it 
golf  since the age of 
four, one may think that 20 -year -old 
Cecilia Afzelius-Alm would be pretty 
good. She is. The sophomore is ranked 
the sixth best woman golfer in the nation 
by the College Golf Foundation. 




And the No. 3 golfer on the Spartan 
squad said that golf has been a part of 
her life for so long that, "I can't imagine 
not doing it," she said. 
Coming to America 
Afzelius-Alm's  involvement with the 
game started in her native 
country  of 
Sweden, when her parents, both golfers, 
introduced the game to her. She said 
when they would 
go to the golf course 
she would 
not want to go, but when she 
actually 
started
 going, her parents could-
n't get her to leave. 
The result: at the age of eight she was 
already playing in 
tournaments.
 




nis and hand ball, but 
the athletic Afzelius-
Alm said her focus 








secondary school in 
Sweden before com-
ing to SJSU. It is a golf 
boarding
 school that 
gave her an opportu-






over 20 letters to col-
leges to see if she 
could get a scholar-
ship. With impressive 
tournament results in 
Sweden, UCLA and Tulsa 
University  
wooed her. But she chose
 SJSU because 
of its historically 
strong  program. SJSU 
has won the nine 
of
 the 10 past Big West 
Conference 
Championships. 
Women's golf coach Mark Gale gave 
Afzelius-Alm a full scholarship. "I verified 
how well she could play and she was a 
good student," Gale 
said.  "She was a very 
good 
candidate." 

















Honing Her Game 
Finishing her 
second year at SJSU, 
Afzelius-Alm has improved her game. 
Her first year,
 she placed third in the Big 
West Conference, 12th in the NCAA 
West
 
Regionals and 55th at the NCAA 
Championship. 
This year she has finished in the top-20 
in all nine of the season's events and 
was 
in the top-10 seven  times. She finished 
eighth at the Big West Championships. 
"These  last tournaments I've been play-
ing kind of bad. I'm finishing in the top 5 
and 7. I've been working hard all year. I 
hope it will all pay off," Afzelius-Alm said. 
She said getting past regionals isn't 
something the team
 is worried about. 
"It's like a warm up for nationals," she 
said confident the team will qualify for 
the national tournament later this 
month. 
With the No. I team in the nation 
Afzelius-Alm has a reason to be confi-
dent. Two of her teammates, Janice 
Moodie and Vibeke Stensrud are tied for 
No. 1 in the nation. Afzeluis-Alm said that 
together they help each other in practice 
to keep the 
team
 at its top ranking. 
Afzeluis-Alm admits that the two No. Is 
often get much of the media attention. 
But she doesn't mind, as long as the team 
is doing well. "They really deserve it," she 
said.
 
"She's one of our stars. We happen to 
have three on the same team," Gale said, 
refering to Afzeluis-Alm. 
Finding Time for School 
In the classroom Afzeluis-Alm has also 
been a star. "I'm an All-American scholar 
athlete. I have a 
good  GPA, but  it's so easy 
to do 
bad in class," she said. 
She said it is difficult tojuggle practice 
and school work. She's had to convince 
professors to let her make up the classes 
she misses as a result of going to tourna-
ments. 
If she 
qualifies  for nationals, she has to 
take her finals a week earlier. 
She said she believes professors and 
students have a bias toward athletes with 
scholarships; they get everything for free 
and don't work hard in school. But she 
said she doesn't want any sympathy. "A lot 
of people get the wrong impression." 
Afzeluis-Alm didn't know what kind of 
impression she would get from America 
when she came to San 
Jose
 two years ago. 
"It's interesting. I like it a lot.
 It's easy 
to talk to Americans compared to 
Europeans. I love it because I like to 
111M 
141 \I I IN}
 
 Si -ski 
1)5111'  
Cecilia Afzelius-Alm, a sophmore member of the
 SJSU women's golf team, has 
been golfing 
since the age of four. The Swedish native is ranked 6th 
in
 the nation. 
socialize," she said. 
She found that 
Americans don't know 
a 
lot about Sweden. People either don't 
know where the country is, or they  get it 
confused with Switzerland. 
Arriving to SJSU, Afzelius-Alm was
 con-
fused about deciding on her major.
 At 
first she wanted to be a psychology major, 
but she didn't want to take all of 
the class-
es. She tried computer science 
and "that 
was just not my thing 
at all." She said that 
she has
 decided on journalism. 
"I like writing, researching, so journal-
ism seems to be 
more
 my thing. I really 
look forward 
to




 next semester. 
Her goals
 for the future is to get a 
degree in "something" and to become a 
professional golfer. 
"I've practiced to 
hard not to." 
The degree will give 
Afzelius-Alm 
something to fall 
back on. "I don't want 
the !pressure to play to 
make money to 
get dinner tonight.
 I want to go out 
and  
have 







The Women's Golf team will compete 
at the NCAA West Regionals tomorrow 
in Omaha, Nebraska. The team is cur-




The  ranking is a result of having three 
of the golfers ranked in the top-10 on 
the team. 
Janice  Moodie and Vibeke 
Stensrud
 are tied for No. 1. Cecelia 
Afzelius-Alm is ranked 6th. 
Nine of the 20 teams will qualify 
for  
the NCAA National 
Championships. A 
few individuals of teams that do not 
qual-
ify will be allowed to 
go to the 
Championships.
 
Teams will send five golfers, the four 
lowest scores combine for the final 
score. 
At the Big West 
Championships  on 
April 22-23, Moodie took 1st. Stensrud 
placed 4th and 
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   
TEACHERS  
 lUdePark







































Fun  place tool 
See Tim at 
117 E. San Carlos. 
WAREHOUSE POSITION 

















 Stock inventory 
 
Unload  trucks 










appreciates  its staff. 
Apply in 





2110 Zenker Road 







 In the back row 
of buildrigs. 
PAID  ROOMMATE:





Free rent in 





nities  at 
249-4464.  
CASHIERS 






Several shifts open. 
Rase
 call 295-3964 or 
269-0337.  





 young energetic people. 
Servers (21 or 
older), bussers, 
host. 
Flexible hours. Fun people. 
Apply n 
person.
 51 N. San Po.
 S.I. 
DELIVERY  PERSON 
NEEDED.  
THE SPARTAN
 DAILY is 
accepbrg  
applications for Fall '96 semester. 
 HOURS: lam-9am.
 
 DAYS: Monday - Friday. 
 PAY: $10.00/day paid monthly 
 DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan 
Daily to distribution locations on 
campus & recycle old newspapers 
into the campus recycling
 bins. 
CA License & DMV printout is 
required, if hired. Apply at 
the 
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bente Hall,  





 in Los 
Gatos  has 
openings on 
Tues.  and Wed. 
mornings.
 Shifts are eight hours 
and begin at
 




















shifts  vary 
depending
 















































LA Hills Call 415-497-5434 ext. 2. 

























































for man nfo. 
TUTORS  NEEDED Paid 
Intanallps  





















































 & 4 1/2, 







































































































































































































Clara  based printing and 
Packagng
 co. seeks bright energetic 
CSR to Join
 




Lucaskts, etc. BA/&S 
in field
 




proficient  on PC 
(Word, Excel)





 work & 
experience,  
plus  xInt benefits.Fax 





 person needed 
for 
photographing evening 
Social events. No exp. nec. 
87.00+/hr.  1-800-872-7892. 
POOL MANAGER: 
June 24 -Aug. 16. Salary $10.60 - 
$13.00. Call Los Gatos -Saratoga 
Recreation Dept., 3548700 x26. 
DAY CAMP DIRECTORS/Asst. 
Leader. Call 3701877 
or
 apply in 
person at Southwest YMCA.
 
13500 Quito Rd. Saratoga. 
SHERATON SAN 
JOSE 























1801 Barber Ln, Milpitas. 
Job Hotline 
9430600.











someone with retail experience, 
knowledge  of band 
& orchestra 
instruments.
 Bilingual a plus. 
Call  
The
 Starving Musician 554-9041.
 
TEACHERS/AIDES - Full time and 






South  San 
Jose area. Teachers: Child Center 
permit 
preferred
 & 12 units ECE 
required.  






DAY CAMP STAFF NEEDED- Girl 
Scout summer day camp 
in San 
Jose. Program focuses on cultural 
sharing and the environment. Low 
ratios, supportive atmosphere 
and a 
variety of camp activities.
 
Competitive 





INFORMATION  CENTER in 
fte Student 




 for employment. 
Positions
 will begin Aug. 12, 1996. 
Please contact the Student Union 
Director's 
Office 9am to 5pm M-F, 
or call 924-6310. 
TEACHERS lb 
AIDS
 WANTED for 
Fantastic 





year.  Flexible  hours. 
1 block 
from  SJSU. Call now! 
279-0858. Horace 
Man  School 
Age Child Development Center. 
SECURITY  FT/PT 
 WILL TRAIN. 




DANCE/DRAMA/ART  specialists 
needed




 info or apply
 in per. 
son 
at Southwest YMCA,  13500 
Quito Rd. Saratoga. 




Program, F/T. Paid 
medical.  
dental & 





 Ferrer, 0 
Gardner 
Children's  Center,
 611 Willis Ave.
 
San Jose,
























































private  club is 
looking 
for responsible, 
qualified  swim 






 is to teach group swim 
lesson for ages 6 
months  & up. The 
primary
 responsibilities of the life-
guard is the 




pool area and to uphold the 





employaes  must be certified 
in 
First  Aid, CPR. and 
Lifeguarding.  
"Instructors
 must be WSI
 certified.
 
Salary is based upon experience, 




8:30am to 9:00pm 
daily. Call 2445699. 
DRIVING  INSTRUCTORS 
Full time summer 
lob,
 must like 
working with people, be over 18 
with good 
health  and clean DMV. 
4084714677. 




 people move 





 fastest growing industry. If you 








at 800266-6245 ext. 33422. 
TRAVEL THE 
EXOTIC  ORIENT 
for  FREE! Teach English 
in
 Japan, 





ARTS 8 CRAFTS FIRM needs 
people. Varied duties,  
semi -fun 
job. FT/PT. Nso: could use a Mac 
Tutor & someone 
familiar  with silk 
screening. Bob, 984-4020.
 
SMALL THRIFT STORE close to 
SJSU 
needs  general 
help.
 FT/PT 








work hard for above average 
income.





Protective  Service 
FLEXIBLE HOURS 




 security  officers 




Military experience a plus 










591W. Hamilton AP Sal Taros Exp. 
Campbell, CA (408) 3789760
 
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace. 
COLLEGE STUDENT "TO DO" UST 
Register for class _Roommate 
Place to love Student
 loan _Buy 
books_
 FlNo A JOB!! _Strike 
up a conversation with that nice 
looking person I met at 
registration. 
We
 can't help you with
 every-
thing but we may be able to help 
you with a job. 
Would you like a position that 
will compliment
 yoLr class schedule? 
Positions available throispout San 
Jose, Sarta Clara, Fremort & Milpitas. 
VANGUARD 
SECURITY SERVICES 
Apply M-F 8am-5pm. 
3212 
Scott  Blvd. Santa 
Clara 
corner Scott/San Tomas. 
SUMMER JOBS! HIRING NOW! 














P/T from 2.6pm, M
-F during the 
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T) 
during sum,  camp prog. /Ont. sal. 
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept.
 call 
Janet at 354,8700x23. (Not met 





IMMEDIATE  OPENINGS: Youth 
Sports 
Instructor, Lifeguards. 





and Sports Camp Instructors. 
Accepting applications at the 
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632 
Santa Teresa Blvd San Jose. 
CA.  





We are a small agency 
with  big 
contacts!  Come in
 today, 
bring 
your resume & tell us about your-




















869 El Camino 
Real 
Menlo Park 







 open 9am to 9prn 
7days a week. Hourly,
 plus bonus. 
Near Ught
 Rail. Transit. 











 also available 
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS 
Day Camp, Spats Camp & Specialty 












 enjoy working 
outdoors.  
have previous experience working 
with
 youth & have the ability to 
lead a variety of camp 
activities.  
For an 
application  or more
 info, 











NATIONAL PARKS HIRING- Pos+
 
tions 
are  now available at National 
Parks,








ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN 
and 
rewarding job? Become a 
teacher or a subsitute for our 
school -age day care program. 
These are great positions for 
students. Most teacher positions 
are afternoons, M.F. Substitute 
positions are perfect for those 
who 
have  only one or two after-
noons available. Units in ECE, 
Rec, Pay Soc. or Ed are required. 
Please call Small World 
Schools  
at 408379.3200 ext. 21. 
$257,000. My 2nd year Income 
2 years out 
of
 college. Noi 
multi -level, just an honest 
way to make good money. 
Call 800.9441690. Free info. 
BARTENDER TRAJNEES NEEDED 
Earn to $25.00/hr salary +tips. 






Call today  1-415.968-9933. 
International 








 Free 1-800-898. 
9778 
Ext.




FT/PT positions with 
infants,  
toddlers, 
preschool & school 
age. 

















School -age chtdcae (6+
 ECE) 
preferred. M -F. 
2-6  flex. Looking 
for fun 
creative  people who 
are 
willing to make a 
difference.  










ACUFACTS,  INC. 
NO EXPERIENCE
 NECESSARY 




 to list! 
Coy, Swing 
Grave  Shifts, F/T & 
Pff. 
Call crap* 
in poscn. Ntn-Sun 
408286-5880.  55E0 Menlai he. 
bhvn. San Cate ad Palanoor. 








FT/PT positions available 
now!  
Rapid advancement! Training 
provided.
 People personality 
preferred. 
Call for interview. 
408.244-4097.  
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE 
Part-time. am/pm 
shifts, flat hours. 
Mon-Fri, 
Serving
 Downtown San 
Jose Inner City Express. 22 West 









couples  need your help 




Ages 21-30, healthy and 
responsible.  Generous stipend 
and expenses paid. Please  call 
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
 
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK? 
Our 129 year-old publishing com-
pany, 
Southwestern,  is looking to 
select 8-10 students from SJSU 
to work in 
our  summer program. 















EXCITING Business Opportunity 
in 








 money. 150+ honest 
ways. $14.95 for book. Send 
check today Robert Hyatt, 
Box 




LOST & FOUND 
LOST SEEING GLASSES in black 
leather








MST RNEIRAISER Raise $500 n 5 
Cels-preers,
 Grote 
C3/3s.  maseled 
indyiduals.






DENTAL  RAN I 
Only $57.00 per year. 
Save 30% - 60% 
on your dental needs. 
For
 info call 1-800-6593225.
 
VOLUNTEERS 
RESEARCH  STUDY 
WANTED:  
Volunteers to test a new product. 
Volunteers 
cod $20. CtionTrak is a 
maical co.









 Well be perfamirg a 
sh.dy  
to evaluae a 
groict




We void be vtLito 
come to a 
nearby  testing location & 
help us 
test  the usabiliy of the 
new 
erode_
 You wel be at the testing stir 
for 
about  45 
minutes total, including 
answering
 questions.
 This study will 
be on one 








 be able to read & 
speak Ettixt) 
wet  You must not ha.° 
waked in a laboratory
 professionally. 
For information or to volunteer,
 






JOIN ME CELDC HERITAGE CUB. 
Enjoy bemire about lash. Scottish, 
and Welsh culture. Explore the 
beautiful Celtic heritage. 
Open 
to all students 
interested  in 
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and 
culture. For 
more information. 
call Kelly at (408)927-7925. 
SHARED
 HOUSING  
ROOM FOR RENT IN VICTORIAN 
3 brm apt., w/male. 1 block from 
SJSU. $325/mo.+ uttl. 947.7779. 
FOR RENT 
CHARMING 
CLASSIC  1 BR for 
claw, cum scow &frarvially resp3v  
sible adut $600/mo+dep. Avail 
6/1  




292-3239,  Uoyd 
SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER 
"Fun
 & friendly environment
 
5 
Minute walk to campus 
Newly furnished 
rooms 
Well-equipped student kitchen 










Call 924-6570 or stop by for a 
tour. 360 S. 11th St. (Between 





 for $175/mo. 
Rent 
Includes  Utilities. 
Across fron SJSU,  Parking 
Pool/Fuaball Tables, Arcade 






2 BORM APARIPIENI $800/1193.  










 Laundry Room 




Be a little 
flexible and 
save SSE. 





EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal 
State Hayward's Bangkok Sum-
mer Quarter / Discover Thailand 
Tour. 
Under  $3.500. 
Academic  
credit. June 17 to August 6. 
Info: Julie Clark, 510-885-3538. 
SPORTS/THRILLS  
100% PURE ADRENALINE! 
There is nothing compared to 
the exhilaration experienced by 
skydYng!


















Delinquent  Tax, 
Repo's. REO's. Your
 Area. Toll 
Free 
1-930-8989778  Ext. H-2236 
for current
 listings. 








 Wood Processing 
Servico.  




















for  filling ir forms  Do 
or using chemicals. Let us perma 















 Chest  Lip  




 your tapes. 














 day turnaround Own 
1/2 price if made 
before  6.31-96. Word 
Processing  Service/Fax schedule permits. Call Anna
 at 
Hair Today Gone Tomorroor,  621 E.
 
Editing/Format Specialist for 
972-4992 from 8arn to 7om. 
Campbell





APA  Tomblin  PALA DO YOU HATE TO TIME? 
Grammar,  Sentence Structure Let 
me
 do it for 
pout
 
TIRED OF UNWANTED 





is the answer!! 
Inbornational
 StaidonbWelcansa 
Screenplays.  APA. 




 SJSU Campus. 
Dictaphone,  
on





area. Call for appointment.










1190 Lincoln, San Jose, 9939093. our specialty. Laser printing. Free AFFORDABLE
























ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. and other services 


























Your  own probe or disposable
 
grammatical  
editing.  Free dish( 
335S. BaymodA86ve: San Jose. PROOFREADING
 EDRING 
storage.
 All work 
garanteed!








Get your papers edtted before 
















Cali PAM 247-2681 :Elarn-8prtit. 
Free pckup and Canary. 
COCHRELL'S 
18 years business experience. 
PROFESSIONAL 

















PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 
accepting









levels welcome: Beginning. 
Intermediate or Advanced.
 Learn 
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock, 
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk. 
Call Bill
 at 408-298-6124. 
GET MORE INTERVIEWS 
& Better Job Offers. Let us 
prepare your professional resume. 
ResumePro 408-882-5035. 
CRIME 












$1.70- min. (9-min max) 
18 yrs. / Touch  tone phone 






subject.  Why suffer
 and get 
poor 
grades
 when help is just a call 
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former 













Samples & references available. 
Chinese
 & other languages 
spoken. Foreigners welcome! 
For free tips, tools and ideas on 
how to 




Regular e-mail:  aci@netcom.com  
Call for free phone consultation: 
(415) 525-0505...ask  
for Donal. 
WRMNG HEI.P. Fast professional 
editing. rewriting, ghostwriting. 
Essays, letters, application 








Bolick at 510-601-9554. 
VISA/MasterCard.







Special  Student Programs 
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates for Good 
Drivers"
 
"Good Rates for Non-Good Divers" 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 
"Good Student" "Family 
Mulficar" 
















qualified. Contact Lai-Fong Lee 
at 
415.929-6515  




 columns mey refer the 
reader to 
specific  telephone 




Classified readers should be 
reminded that 
when maidng 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before sending 
money for 
goods  or services. 
In 
addition, readers should 
weedy






wecaRons  or merclund I se . 
DAILY 
CLASSIFIED  - LOCAL
 RATES FOR 






 m rirlorn 
One Two












4 linos $6 
$11 
$10  $12 $14 
Shin.. $7 
$9 
$11 $13 $15 
6 Woe 
$6 











 fifth day, 
rate
 Ineresseee by 
$1 per day. 
First 
line (25 spaces) 


















 10-14 lines:  
$93 








San Jose Stab" Univarsity 
San Joss, 
CA
 95192411 40 
 
Classified desk is located 
in [-Might Banta Hall, Room 209 
 Deadline





refunds on canceled ads 
 Rates for: 
consecutive
 pliblications dates only 
 CIUMITIONSt


















_Autos  For Sale 
_Entertanme-
 











 rates available 
for these classifications.$5.00
 for .3 line 
ad
 for 3 days. Ads must
 be placed in person 
in 
DB H209, between 
10am
 and 2pm. Student 
ID required. 
**Lost & 
Found  ads are offered 
free, 3 lines for 3 days,
 as a service to the 
















PROFESSIONAL Word Processing 
Theses,
 term papers, group 
projects,
 resumes,
 mini cr 
micro 






















over 15 years. Quick 
Turnaround.
 10 minutes 
from  SJSU. 
All work 
guaranteed.  Call Jane
 
from





































































 Over $6 
Billion in public and private sector 
grants
 & 
scholarships  is 
now 




 of grades. income, 








and  various 
awards sponsored by Packaging 
Industry!
 
Enroll  in 
Packaging  for 
eligibility.  Scholarships 
available  for 
Spring
 and Fall 1996 
Graduates 
receive 
5 or more Job offers. 
Starting salaries torn 
530k+. 


















































answers will appear 
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Clobber a fly 
33 Duck's mate 
37 Mongol's tent 
34 
Early  






























































































12 Capri. e g 
54 














23 Tennessee - 
56 




57 Arden and 
for 
"you" 
25 Sign of rain 
namesakes 
66 Rich cake 
27 













 -- away 
61 
Sprinkle with 




























































they  were awarded 







 21 to 35 
members.
 
"It's  very rare 
to
 get these 
kinds  of 
awards,
 but 
























































"I feel I have the best squadron
 in 
the nation, made up of the best 
cadets,"
 said squadron advisor Lt. Col. 
Kirk Brown. "Winning this trophy two 
years in a row proves it." 
In order to earn the trophy, the 17 
members of the squadron 
were
 
involved in 17 different community
 ser-
vice projects throughout the year, 
donating over 1,350 hours






The causes that 
the  Staffelback 
Squadron participated 
in include a 
biannual 
beach  clean-up
 at Manresa 
Beach in Santa 
Cruz,  a canned -food 
drive and both the Red 
Cross and 
Stanford America blood drives. 
Efforts  




Street 11111: an organization
 that bene-
fits mentallv disabled homeless people. 
Becoming a member 
of the 
Staffefixick Squadron
 is a &Ili,
 tilt
 







percent  of the 







make  it 
into
 
  the Sqiudi on. 
hill
 
I feel I have the best 
squadron in the nation, 
made up of the best 
cadets. 
Winning  this 
trophy
 two years in a 
row





























































 Each year, the 
squadron
 submits an 
application  to the 
committee 








 on what has been 
accom-
plished by the squadron
 over the past 
year,"
 Brown explained. 
After a couple other
 steps, the appli-
cation is submitted to 
the department 
chair of Aerospace
 Studies for com-
ments, then to the
 regent, who sends it 
on to national 
headquarters. Selection 
is based
 on a comparison of 
applica-
tions from all 
over  the nation. 
"I'm elated 
that our squadron has 
won 
most
 outstanding squadron in the 
nation two 
times  in a row," Brown said. 









panies filed  
separate unfair com-
petition lawsuits 
against  Pacific 
Bell on 
Tuesday,  charging the 
local 
phone
 company with 
using privi-
leged 
long  distance 
billing  infor-
mation  for its 
new







and  Sprint 
Corp. 
asked  the U.S. 
























 and MtiN and the 114Shl
 





 C'orporakon All nght. reened MI. 
rovAtregislered  
( orptIratl.  on 
Reina Lopez, 
of the Arnold Air Society squadron, helps
 student 
Laura 
Bailey mix paint for a mural 
on the front of the school. 
Since they
 did not have any green 
available,
 they improvised by 
mixing yellow and blue. After Lopez
 finished helping Laura and 
other students
 paint their mural, she 
helped  dig around the 
ment, Pacific Bell 
sends one bill to 
customers 
that also 
includes  the 
billing for 



































That  means MCI 
and other 











 we re not allowed
 to offer our 
customers 








public policy at 
MCI, said in a 
statement. 
PacBell, in a 
statement, denied 
any wrongdoing and said the suits 
were a 
"desperate effort" by the 
long distance companies 
to get rid 
of its bonus 
program
 operated by 
Pacific Bell Extras. 
"The 
information
 that the pro-
gram uses
 to determine 
points 
awards is an aggregate
 sum, in 
response to 


























school sign where flowers would later be planted by other Santa 
Teresa Elemantary students. 
More than 550 
people
 showed up on Saturday to take part in the 
project




said the bonus pro-
gram is the same as a credit card 
company
 giving points for a cus-
tomer's total 
spending "no matter 
what the dollars were spent on." 
AT&T charged that
 the awards 
program was aimed at 
gaining  
billing information
 "under the 
guise 
of an incentive program." 
"This promotion by Pacific Bell 
disregards its customers' 
privacy  in 
an attempt to gain 
critical data for 
its own 
marketing  purposes as a 




 the Pacific 
region, said in 
a statement. 
PacBell for years had a monop-
oly on California's $6 billion local 
call market until
 this year, when 
the state Public
 Utilities 
Commission gave long distance 
companies 
permission  to offer 
local phone service. Pacific Bell 
will also be allowed to offer long 
distance service. 
Sprint spokesman 
Mark  Bonalia 
said 
their contract with PacBell 
Prohibits
 PacBell from corre-
sponding with their customers, 
using the billing data for any other
 
purpose and from giving customer 
information to a third party. 
"We assert they're doing all 
three," 
Bonavia  said. 







We don't know each other that well. 
The question was: Where 
do







all  the stuff 








 and search engines, sports scores 
and ski reportseven comic
 





forget the rest. So 




 to get to than first base. 
,,iww.olcrtrn1
 
/sjsu.htm
  
Our cool 
site is 
your
 Custom
 
Start 
Page. 
